Does Science Make Sense?
Based on the book, Through the Cosmos to the Creator, free at zoominpublishing.org.

Use this to see if you and your friends really believe the science taught us. Most people say
they do, but have not thought deeply about the logic of what we are taught. Little children believe
Santa has time in one night and room in his bag to give toys to every child in the world.
What similar illogical news do we believe?
_________________________________________________________
1. Why does the horizon appear perfectly flat to the naked eye (without fisheye lens) from any
elevation or altitude if the earth is curved?
2. Why does the hull of a departing ship always remain visible at a distance as you keep zooming
in on it as it seems to depart over the curve of the earth?
3. Why do the sun and moon appear as two equally distant, equally sized objects following
similar paths in the sky when they are alleged to be very different sizes and distances, and the
sun is still while the moon revolves?
4. Why can the 326 foot Statue of Liberty be seen from 60 miles away on a clear day when at
that distance it should be 2,074 feet below the horizon if the earth is curved 8 in./mi. x miles
distance2 as scientists say?
5. Why are sun and moon reflections on calm water always equal width straight lines from horizon to viewer instead of rounded if the earth is curved?
6. Why can’t helicopters and hot air ballons hover and wait for their westard destinations to come
to them on a 1,000 mph eastwardly spinning sphere at the equator?
7. Why can a commercial airliner traveling 500 mph eastward on a 1,000 mph eastwardly spinning earth at the equator reach its destination?
8. Why do scientists say the atmosphere moves with the earth rotation when the atmosphere is
not secured to the earth and weather changes make it move all different directions?
9. Why can people see, hear, feel and measure the slightest breeze, but no one has ever experienced the eastward 1,000 mph rotation of the earth at the equator nor the over-65,000 mph
revolution of the earth around the sun?
10. Why can the blue sky be seen through the unlit part of the solid, spherical moon when it’s a
crescent on a cloudless day?
11. Why could astronauts survive in full sunlight creating 265 degrees F. heat on the moon?
12. Why was the camera crew able to beat the astronauts to the moon and set up before the “giant
leap for mankind”? What would we have seen from the astronaut’s view–a studio?
13. Why are no images of the whole earth or planets photographs, but can be seen to be computer
artwork by analyzing the cloning, set-in/pasted images, pixel-perfect circles, different colors in
different years, and different size continents compared to the whole earth in different years?
14. Why do scientists like Richard Dawkins use assumptions (“probably,” “possibility.” “possibly,” “could be,” “might be”) and fantasy civilizations of aliens instead of observable facts
(real science) to convince people of their conjectures/theories?
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Find Out About The Firmament
Based on the book, Through the Cosmos to the Creator, free at zoominpublishing.org.
Use this to see if you and your friends really believe the Bible. Most Christians say they do,
but are not willing to take sides with the Word when science and culture disagree with it.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Gen 1:1-2 And the earth was without form, and void, and darkness was upon the face [surface] of the
deep. And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters.
Is the surface of water always level/flat (though not necessarily smooth)? q yes, q no
Gen 1:6-8a And God said, Let there be a firmament [expanse] in the midst of the waters, and let it divide
the waters from the waters. And God made the firmament, and divided the waters which were under the
firmament from the waters which were above the firmament, and it was so. And God called the firmament
heaven.
Did the firmament create a space within the great deep for air? q yes, q no
Did God call the firmament heaven? q yes, q no [1st heaven = air, 2nd = firmament, 3rd = God’s abode]
Isa 40:22 It is he that sitteth upon the circle of the earth, and the inhabitants thereof are as grasshoppers;
that stretcheth out the heavens as a curtain, and spreadeth them out as a tent to dwell in.
Did God call the shape of the earth under the tent-like heaven a circle? q yes, q no
Could a tent-like firmament/heaven over the earth have unlimited outer space in it? q yes, q no
Job 37:18 Hast thou like Him spread out the [powder] which is strong & as a molten* looking glass?
Did God say the firmament is hard and set like it was cast in a *mold? q yes, q no
Gen 1:14-17 And God said, Let there be lights in the firmament of the heaven to divide the day from the
night; and let them be for signs and for seasons, and for days, and years. And let them be for lights in the
firmament of the heaven to give light upon the earth: and it was so. And God made two great lights [luminaries]; the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the night: he made the stars also. 17 And
God set them in the firmament of the heaven to give light upon the earth.
Did God put the sun, moon and stars anywhere besides in the firmament? q yes, q no
Do we see planets as lesser lights (twinkling)–just as we see the stars? q yes, q no
Do scientists give us close-up images of planets looking like lights that could twinkle? q yes, q no
[God says 14 times He made the sun, the moon & stars–all lights, no rocky planets. “Planets” were known to ancient astronomers as wandering stars. They move forward, backward and stop awhile to create signs like the star of Bethlehem.]

Isa 13:10 [prophetic] For the stars of heaven and the constellations thereof shall not give their light: the
sun shall be darkened in his going forth, and the moon shall not cause her light to shine.
Did God say the sun, moon & stars each cause their own light instead of reflecting it? q yes, q no
2Sam 22:8 Then the earth shook and trembled; the foundations of heaven moved and shook because he
was wroth.
Is the earth the foundation of heaven (the firmament)? q yes, q no
Is it logical for a spherical earth to be the foundation of a tent-like firmament? q yes, q no
Rev 6:14a [prophetic] And the heaven departed as a scroll when it is rolled together.
Could 3D outer space roll back like a scroll to reveal Jesus on His throne? q yes, q no
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
IF YOU TAKE SIDES WITH GOD’S WORD, YOU ARE NOT FEARFUL & UNBELIEVING (REV 21:8)! THANK GOD FOR THE GRACE!
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